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The Tobey/Slater/Blair/Crawford series builds essential skills one at a time by breaking the

mathematics down into manageable pieces. This practical â€œbuilding blockâ€• organization makes

it easy for students to understand each topic and gain confidence as they move through each

section. Students will find many opportunities to check and reinforce their understanding of concepts

throughout the text. With this revision, the author team has added a new Math Coach feature that

provides students with an office hour experience by helping them to avoid commonly made

mistakes. With Tobey/Slater/Blair/Crawford, students have a tutor, a study companion, and now a

coach, with them every step of the way.
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Excellent. The book got here just in time, it had nonwriting just little bends on pages, so barely any

damage, and is very usefull for mathematics class I'm taking. Also it is cheaper than buying at

school.

The books water damaged so I can't even open the pages that I need, for like the first two to three

chapters and it smells like cat piss. Unfortunately I have a test tomorrow, but this book will be going

back and I'll find someone else to rent through.

Super fast delivery. I ordered this book on last Wednesday and my next class started on this



Tuesday. My book arrived the day my class started even with the Memorial day holiday. Awesome

in my book. thanks...

The product arrived on time, it was exactly what was required, it was easy to understand and

thorough. I'm prepared for the next level.

I rented this book, it was in good shape. I really like it because it had the answers in the back. LOL

Book was great. Gave me all the information I needed. Thank you for having this available. Hope

there will be more rental books in the future for my classes.

I was very pleased w it. It was in good condition. And also came w the last persons notes. Im takin

the class now and an the notes are right on.

Says it came with a access card and it didn't. Was in bad shape and something spelt on it.
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